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DISTRIBUTION OF DNA ADDUCTS IN THE

RESPIRATORY TRACT OF RATS EXPOSED TO DIESEL EXHAUST

Abstract - Diesel exhaust, Inhaled chronically at

high concentrations, induced tumors that were located PRrmcIPAL INV&STIGATORS

exclusively In the peripheral lung of rats. The pur- J. A. Bond

pose of this study was to determine f differences In R. K. Wolff

the level of DNA adducts among the regions of the J. R. H,3rkpma

respiratory tract paralleled the site of tumors. J. L. Mauderly

Groups of male F344IN ats were exposed 7 h/day, 5 R. F. Henderson

day/wk for 12 wk to diesel engine exhaust at a soot W. C. Griffith

concentration of 10 mglzff3 or were sham-exposed to R. 0. McClellan

air. Respiratory tract tissues were dssected and

DNA was Isolated from the dssected samples and analyved for the presence of adducts using the

32p-postlabellng assay. The highest level of total DNA adducts occurred In pripheral lung

tissue (- 16 adducts per 109 bases). About 114 to 115 the level of DNA adducts was detected In

the nasal tissues as in peripheral lung. There wpre less than 3 adducts per 09 bases n each of

the regions of the major conducting airways (.e., trachea, bronchi, axial airway). The data from

this study ndicate that higher levels of total DNA adducts were present In tissues where

exhaust-induced tumors were located. These da suggest that DNA adduct levels in discrete

locations of the respiratory tract may be good measures of the "effective dose" of rcinogenic

compounds.

The health effects of diesel exhaust have been a topic of intensive research during the last

decade. Diesel exhaust consists of a mixture of gases, vapors, and soot particles of a respirable

size. Recent results from several studies indicate that diesel exhaust, inhaled chronically at

high concentrations, is a pulmonary carcinogen in laboratory rats. The carcinogenicity of inhaled

diesel exhaust was shown to be both dose" and time-related.1

Several studies point to the potential role of the organic compounds associated with diesel

exhaust soot as causative factors in the carcinogenic response of rodents. One proposed mechanism

for the tumorigenic response involves interaction of the organic chemicals with lung DNA as part

of the initiation of carcinogenesis. The recent observation that organic chemicals associated

with diesel soot can form DNA adducts in the lung supports this hypothesis.2 While the studies of

Wong et al.2 are valuable in terms of whole lung dosimetry, they did not provide information on

the regional dosimetry of DNA adducts within the lung. The purpose of these studies, therefore,

was to investigate where in the respiratory tract the highest levels of DNA adducts occur when

rats are exposed to diesel exhaust at a concentration shown to produce tumors. Our goal was to

determine if the highest levels of DNA adducts were located in the same region of the respiratory

tract as exhaust-induced tumors.

METHODS

Male F344/N rats, 14-15 wk of age at the start of exposure, were used in these studies.

Before exposure to diesel exhaust, rats were housed in individual wire cages within the inhalation
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exposure chambers and allowed to acclimate for 3 wk before initiation of exhaust exposure. Af ter

the 3 wk acclimation period, rats were exposed 7 h/day, 5 days/wk for 12 wk to filtered air

(controls) or to diluted diesel exhaust containing a nominal concentration of 10 mg particles/M3.

Food and water were available except during the exposure period, when only water was available.

Details of the exposure system used in these studies have been reported.3

Eighteen hours after the last exposure, two groups of 34 rats each were killed by C02

asphyxiation. Specific anatomically-defined regions throughout the respiratory tract were sampled

as previously described.4 These included two regions of the lateral wall of the left nasal airway

(maxilloturbinates and ethmoturbinates). trachea, left mainstem bronchus (airway generation 1),

axial airways (generations 212), and peripheral lung (i.e., alveolar tissue). Following removal

of the tissue samples, DNA was isolated and the presence of DNA adducts in the tissue samples was

quantitated by the 32p-postlabeling method previously described.5 The nuclease Pl procedure and

separation of DNA adducts by thin layer chromatography were done as previously described.4

RESULTS

The exhaust exposure did not cause overt signs of toxicity, and there were no significant

exposure-related differences in body weight (data not shown). Gross observations showed that the

lungs of rats exposed to diesel exhaust were darkly pigmented with black particles, while the

lungs of control rats were not. Lung burdens of soot in rats that were exposed to diesel exhaust

for 12 wk were 350 t 019 mg soot/lung (mean t SE). The concentrations of key constituents of

the exhaust atmospheres were summarized by Bond et al.4

There appeared to be a unique pattern of DNA adducts for each of the different regions (not

shown). Thus, while several DNA adducts were observed in each of the regions sampled, the pattern

of adducts differed from region to region. Table summarizes the level of total DNA adducts in

different regions of the respiratory tract. The data shown in this table are the average of two

groups 34 rats) for the maxilloturbinates, ethmoturbinates, trachea, and peripheral lung, and of

one group 34 rats) for mainstem bronchi and axial airway. The highest level of DNA adducts was

seen in the peripheral lung (- 18 adducts per 109 bases). The level of adducts detected in nasal

Table 

Regional Distribution of DNA Adducts in the Respiratory Tract

of Rats Exposed to Diesel Exhausta

Exposed - Control

Tissue Total Adducts per 10 9 Bases (Adducts per 10 9 Bases)

Maxilloturbinates 3.8 ± 1.8 2.6

Ethmoturbinates 5.3 - 12 5

Trachea 2.3 ± 22 0

Mainsteam bronchi 1.3 0

Axial airway 1.1 0

Peripheral tissue 18 ± 10 8.4

aValues represent the mean -t SE, n = 2. Values with only single numbers are
from only one group of rats.
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tissue was approximately 14 to 1/5 that detected in peripheral lung. Very few DNA adducts were

measured in the major conducting airways. Diesel exhaust exposure resulted in elevated levels of

DNA adducts in both peripheral lung and nasal tissue (maxilloturbinates and ethmoturbinates),

whereas there was no elevation of adducts above control levels in the major conducting airways

(trachea, mainstem bronchi, and axial airway). The level of exhaust-induced adducts was 15-3

times greater in peripheral lung than in the nasal tissue.

DISCUSSION

The data from this study indicate that the highest levels of both total DNA adducts and
exhaust-induced adducts (i.e., exposed - control adducts) were present in the peripheral lung.

Mauderly et 11.1 reported the induction of lung tumors in rats exposed chronically to diesel

exhaust. These exhaust-induced tumors, located in the peripheral lung, were derived from

epithelial cells and consisted of both benign and malignant forms. The difference between the

level of DNA adducts in the peripheral lung and in other regions of the respiratory tract was

probably due to several factors, including differences in deposition and clearance of the

particles, as well as differences in the metabolic and repair capacity of the various regions.
The net effect of deposition and clearance may be to increase the "dose" of inhaled material to

the peripheral lung compared to other regions of the respiratory tract. Both the nasal and

pulmonary tissue have considerably higher metabolic capacities than the tracheobronchial tissue,
resulting in higher levels of reactive metabolites in these tissues. Therefore, the higher

metabolic capability coupled with the large accumulation of particles in the peripheral lung may

explain why this region of the respiratory tract has the highest level of DNA adducts. Further

research is necessary to provide information on the cellular metabolic capability (i.e., metabolic

activation, DNA repair) of the rat respiratory tract.

In summary, we have shown that the total level of DNA adducts is highest in the region of the

respiratory tract where tumors are formed following exposure to a carcinogenic concentration of

diesel exhaust. This observation, while not proving causality between DNA adducts and tumors,

lends support to the hypothesis that adduct formation and subsequent tumor formation are related.

It will be important to understand the kinetics of formation and repair of individual adducts to

elucidate the relationship of DNA adduct formation to carcinogenesis. These studies point to the

importance of measuring DNA adducts in discrete locations of the respiratory tract as measures of
effective dose" of inhaled carcinogens.
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